
STYLISH PROTECTION
FOR YOUR PROPERTY

WHITE BEIGE BROWN

SILVER BLACK

ROLLSHUTTERS
ONLY

BLACK

Commercial and residential protection 
against incelement weather for outdoor 
seating areas.

Delivering sun, 
storm and security 
protection for over 

40 years

TALIUS STANDARD 
COLOURS

Or choose from over 1800 custom 
colour options available

HIGH-END MODERN APPEARANCE 
Talius Habitat Clear adds a sophisticated appearance to any commercial 
or residential application. They are ideal for patio enclosures, poolhouses, 
reception halls, gazebos, and decks.

MULTI-SEASON COMFORT
Turn any outdoor space into a comfortable enclosed seating area free 
from insects, wind, rain, snow, hail, dust and flying debris. 

Habitat Clear units help maintain thermal comfort by trapping cooled or 
heated air within the enclosed environment making them a perfect multi-
season solution for your property.

EASY TO OPERATE
Habitat Clear units can be operated manually or by motorized control. 

Motorized units can be operated individually or as a group with the touch 
of a switch, or by remote control. 

For effortless operation, add optional sun, wind or rain sensors, timers, 
and/or integrate them into your home/building automation system. For 
even greater convenience, connect to any smart device to operate them 
from a remote location.

UV PROTECTION
Habitat Clear units provide up to 90% UVA and 99% UVB/C protection.

HabitatHabitat
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SPECIFICATIONS CLEAR CURTAIN BORDER FABRIC

Manufacturer Strataglass Serge Ferrari

Manufacturer Description PanoramaFR Soltis Proof502

Material Pressed Polyvinyl
Polyester micro-yarn base 
cloth with PVDF surface 

treatment

Weight 18.4 oz/yd2 16.8 oz/yd2

Thickness 20 mil (0.508 mm) 0.45 mm

Tear Strength 3007.4 lbs. 20/20 daN

Tensile Strength 3943.7 lbs/in. 200/200 daN/5 cm

Temperature Brittleness Under -30° F

Low-cold Flex No cracks at -10° F

Normal wear and tear can cause scuffs, scratches or dimpling of the clear vinyl and it 
should be noted that Habitat Clear units require special care and maintenance to limit 
visual distortion or hazing over time.

FEATURES

 9 Talius Habitat edge retention 
system, guide rails, heavy-duty 
bottom profile and 5” panel 
box with motorized or manual 
opertion. Available in our 5 
standard colours.

 9 Solid fabric border measuring 
6” on the sides and 12” on the 
top and bottom of the curtain.  
Available in 5 colours with a satin 
finish to complement your frame 
colour selection. Dark brown unit 
components, however, will be 
paired with a light brown fabric 
border as shown below.

 9 High-quality dimensionally stable 
materials provide a long-lasting 
solution.

 9 Flame-resistant 20 mil press-
polished clear vinyl for curtain 
centre.

 9 Optional environmental sensors 
and/or integration with building 
automation systems.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

WIDTH (A2) HEIGHT (B1)

inches Feet Metre inches Feet Metre

120 10 3.04 124 10’4” 3.14

Talius recommends installing a Wind Sensor with Habitat Clear units.

YEARS

Building solutions for the future

Light Brown Fabric Talius Stock Brown


